
 

 
 
 

Frequently Asked Change Plan Questions 
 

• How do I complete my Change Plan for Pathways Cohort 2? 
o You still need to fill out the Change Plan, even if you're in Cohort 2. Same due dates.  

• How specific is specific for SMART goals? 
o SMART goals should encompass all metrics within the intervention area. 
o You may list multiple SMART goals. 

• How granular are the milestones? How many milestones are needed?  
o Enough to adequately represent the evidence-based approaches and steps needed to 

ensure success.  
o Milestone should be measurable. 
o Milestones should be useful and help guide your work progress.  

• Should we include work steps that have already been completed?  
o Include significant milestones that are directly related to the intervention you are 

implementing.  
o This is a future-oriented document, but we recognize some critical milestones directly 

related to MTP may have already been completed.  
o Example: Securing licensing for chronic disease self-management program.  

• What if we cannot collect data on the metrics? 
o If you aren't able to collect the data, let's talk offline about your situation and brainstorm a 

workaround.  
• What if we want to collect different metrics? 

o You are required to collect the pre-populated metrics and/or report on agreed-upon metrics 
with the relevant program manager.  

• Some interventions are staggered. How do you expect us to write milestones for work in 2020 and 
beyond? 
o The timeline outlined in the change plan coincides with the HCA timeline. We know all the 

project work will not fall exactly into the years for planning, implementation, and scale and 
sustain so complete the Change Plan as it best pertains to your organization's timeline.  

• If we don't plan to start an intervention until 2020, do we still need to report on the metrics for 
that specific intervention in 2019. 
o Report actual numbers; you are welcome to add a comment explaining why metrics have 

not improved. Milestones will be monitored to determine progress.  
• How does reporting correlate with finances? Are we penalized for poor numbers? Does it change 

over time?  
o Initially, a portion of funding will be earned based on quarterly reporting. CPAA is 

developing performance based funding methodology for future years.  
• Do I submit one Change Plan, or can I submit per project area as complete? 

o Please submit only one Change Plan per organization for review.  
• If I am working with a partner on a project, do I include their milestones in my Change Plan, and 

do they include my milestones in their Change Plan? 
o Identify your work steps and include a “verify Agency X has completed….” as a 

milestone.  



 

 
 
 
 

• Who should I list in the contact information? 
o CPAA is developing contact lists not only by project area, but also for contracting, 

finance, and overall responsibility. Please include all staff you would like to receive 
information.  
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